March 6, 2019
Dear Sara,
I am really thankful for the kind letter. I really enjoyed looking at the many
pictures you sent me they were very intriguing. I was very excited to answer some of the
questions you asked ones such as where I’m moving. My mom is planning on getting
promoted and our dad is trying to get a better job. To give my mom a better chance of
getting promoted were moving near Columbus because that’s were upper management
works. Were planning on moving at the beginning of May. So I’m a bit worried I won’t
get your letter in time. I’ve never heard of a Shrew but after looking up the image it looks
like a Anteater and a Rat had a baby ( I find it cute). I don’t really have a favorite region
mainly because I haven’t been anywhere but the U.S. I’d like any region with a large
area of deserts. If their one animal I could study it would definitely be a Opossum. One
trained animal I’d enjoy is probably a Dog or a Shrew. Mainly because in the pictures it
looks cute and fluffy.
We’ve recently gone to Ikea and got some furniture for the new house where
moving into. In science we did our solar system projects. Our planet was Neptune I was
grouped with 2 other people Harmony and Lydia. We’ve also recently started talking
about light soon where going to use a shoe box to make a “ghost” appear on the wall or
wherever. I’ve recently started playing apex on my PC. My life hasn’t really changed
much but I’m hoping moving will speed it up. Spring breaks close by and I’m gonna ask
my parents to go swimming. When I turn 18 I’m gonna be able to go on my mission
which is something that has to do with our church LDS (Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints). On our mission we get a calling and this calling tells us where we
will be serving and teaching people about our church and I want to go somewhere far
away somewhere that speaks a new language has different cultures and different
species than ones in the U.S. There's a slim chance where my companion will be my
brother. A companions someone that serves with you. I’m looking forward to that.
I’ve never really had a challenge in my life that I’ve overcome. I guess one that
I’ve sort of overcome is not being so dependant on what people think of me. I used to
avoid most people as much as I could because I was worried if they saw me they would
judge me I started trying to act like myself. I’ve started talking to different people. Trying
to make new friends. Which hasn’t really worked since I don’t know how to talk to
people. But it’s going alright. I don’t really know many questions to ask.
Sincerely,
Miles

